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Containers give efficient deliveries of containerboard.
Higher maximum weight and lower costs with the ST truck.
Clear quality routines ensure secure transportation.
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EDITORIAL

Taking logistic barriers away
At SCA Logistics a constant challenge is to optimize the logistics
chain for our customers. Our objective is to always look for better
and more cost-effective solutions for all our products and services.
One of the challenges is to optimize cooperation between the
various transport modes. At our Rotterdam terminal, we have
managed to make more and more use of other possibilities than
traditional trucking by road into Europe. The quickly growing
network of inland terminals and barge and rail connections into
Europe offers increasing possibilities for our customers.
Optimized connection to deep sea terminals
For example, the availability of sufficient barge capacity made
it possible to optimize the connection between our Rotterdam
terminal and the deep sea terminals at Rotterdam Maasvlakte.
This offers not only a more cost-effective solution but is also
more environmentally friendly for both imports and exports.
The same goes for rail. Our direct connection with Rotterdam Rail
Service Center made it possible to divert cargo flows from road to
rail, for example into Poland, the Czech Republic and Italy.

Fiscal representation by our Rotterdam terminal
Another interesting possibility for customers importing goods
into Europe is fiscal representation by our Rotterdam terminal.
This avoids pre-financing of VAT, which now only needs to be
paid after delivery of the cargo. It represents removal of a barrier
by the Dutch tax authorities and has of course a huge positive
impact on cash flow. This is a unique situation within the EU,
that no other country can offer.
No longer do we have physical borders within the
European Union. Now the time has come to lift the final
borders in the logistics
industry. Go logistics,
go SCA Logistics –
challenge us!

Possibility to expand and offer more services
We aim to develop even more possibilities in the future. As part
of the ongoing development at the Port of Rotterdam, the EemWaalhaven area, where SCA Logistics’ Rotterdam terminal is
located, will strengthen its position as a European hub. In order to
make both importing and exporting easier for our customers, our
aim is to further optimize our connections with deep sea terminals,
Rail Service Center and Rotterdam Shortsea Terminals.
Now that deep sea activities are increasingly moving to the
newly created Maasvlakte, our Rotterdam terminal will have the
possibility to expand over the next few years and offer even more
services and capacity.

Roelf Buist
Terminal Manager, Rotterdam
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Meet a dawning future in the Baltic Sea area at Baltic Shipping Days.
For the eleventh year, we are proud to present a variety of highly
interesting lecturers. In addition to the popular programme focusing
on transport and logistics, Baltic Shipping Days is a much appreciated
networking opportunity for professional purchasers and suppliers.

www.balticshippingdays.se

Wind power is Europe’s fastest growing energy
source and many new wind farms are currently
under construction. Since the height of a pylon
can be close to 200 m from ground to vane tip,
enormous mobile cranes are needed, a load
that SCA Logistics is delighted to handle.
A mobile crane was recently transported by m/v Östrand
from Rotterdam to SCA Logistics in Sundsvall, Sweden.
The crane, a Liebherr LTM 1500, weighs 656 tonnes with
all its tools and counterweights, and was transported without a hitch. The customer, BMS Heavy Cranes A/S, took
charge of its onward transportation to its final destination:
a wind farm in the county of Jämtland.

Text: Jennie Zetterqvist. Photo: Henrik Fälldin

A heavy project is
successfully concluded

Containers give
efficient deliveries
of containerboard

One result of SCA Logistics’ collaboration with a new terminal in Milano is that containerboard
is now being transported from Umeå to Italy in containers.
– A cost-effective solution that also means lower environmental impact, says business
developer Mikael Högström.
SCA Logistics has been transporting
paper products by rail from Sundsvall
to northern Italy for many years.
But as container traffic continues
to take market shares SCA Logistics
has now chosen an alternative solution

for deliveries of forest products
from Sweden.
Different transport modes
SCA Logistics’ newly initiated
collaboration with Innocenti Depositi

and the company’s terminal outside
Milano means that SCA Logistics can
use several different transport modes,
enabling fast throughput and short
storage times for the products
being transported.

Text: Mats Wigardt. Photo: Per-Anders Sjöqvist
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Large volumes can also be consolidated
to one and the same terminal.
The handling systems that SCA
Logistics uses have also been integrated
into the storage system used by Innocenti
Depositi, providing clearer information to
both senders and recipients and full control
of all movements.

to the client, with higher quality and
less handling of the products.
A direct result of the company’s
collaboration with Innocenti Depositi
is also that containerboard from SCA
Packaging in Obbola/Munksund will
shortly begin to be transported to Italy
in containers instead of being loaded

A growing
container flow
reaches Austria

Price, environment, quality and an efficient
transportation chain are important parameters.
New product, less risk of damage
Much of the freight to northern Italy is
now transported by container feeder from
Sundsvall to Rotterdam and from there by
rail to Milano.
This is a smooth, efficient method where
most of the freight can be delivered direct

Mikael Högström, Business Developer.

on a break bulk solution.
– This is a completely new product,
says Mikael Högström at SCA Logistics.
Stuffing the containerboard into containers
minimises the risk of damage, reduces costs
and increases quality.
Price, environment, quality
Beginning in May, up to 20,000 tonnes of
the 30,000 tonnes of containerboard that
SCA Logistics transports from Umeå to
Italy every year will be packed in containers,
shipped to Rotterdam and finally transported by rail to the terminal in Milano.
Weekly deliveries, instead of monthly as
before, will mean a higher level of service
in our container traffic and it will also
be a more cost-effective solution for SCA
Packaging Containerboard.
This is an alternative that also has
a lower environmental impact, with 30
tonnes less carbon dioxide emissions per
tonne of paper.
– Price, environment and quality, and
an efficient transportation chain are always
important parameters for our customers,
Mikael Högström rounds off.

Reindeer saved!
You might remember reading an article in
the last edition of New Ways about around
a thousand reindeers being stranded in the
Luleå archipelago. Well, we are happy to report that rerouting some pilot boats allowed
ice to re-form, which coupled with a recent

snowfall enabled the reindeer to safely reach
the mainland!
About 10 vessels were re-routed, but it
had to be done to help the reindeer herders
and Sami people, proudly proclaimed Anders
Dahl, head of the pilotage area in Luleå.

Container traffic is continuing
to take market shares on all
fronts with shorter lead times,
improved quality and less
damage as a result.
And now products from the paper mill
in Ortviken are to be delivered by container to recipients in Vienna.
SCA Logistics has previously
transported reels of both newsprint and
higher grades of paper on conventional
railway wagons through Europe to
Austria.
The total annual volume is
approximately 20,000 tonnes, half
of which will now be loaded into
containers and transported by sea to
Rotterdam. From there, the containers
will continue their journey by rail and
their cargo ultimately transshipped to
trucks and driven to the customer.
– The flow of containers is
continuing to increase, says Mikael
Högström at SCA Logistics. An
important piece of the puzzle in our
operations has now fallen into place.

Text: Jennie Zetterqvist. Photo: iStockPhoto / Chris Rehn
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WATCH
Scan this code to watch
SCA Logistics’ new video
about containerisation.

Containerisation
explained in a new video
Containers are also excellent load carriers for the European market. Watch SCA Logistics’ new video
about containerisation and learn about the possibilities offered by this intermodal solution.
Containerisation is a logistics solution that
continues to gain ground. SCA Logistics
loads paper and other freight into 45-foot
containers that are delivered to a terminal
or directly to customers in Italy, Germany,
Portugal, Spain and Romania.
– The growing demand for containers
is due to more and more transportation
customers are discovering that it is both
a cost-effective and a quality-assured
alternative in Europe too, says Mikael
Högström, Sales Manager at SCA Logistics.
To show how containerisation is done,
what the loading process looks like, and

what routines guarantee the safety and
quality of a transportation assignment,
SCA Logistics has produced an information

terminal area. But now everyone has the
opportunity to see how containerisation
works.

The growing demand for containers is due to more and
more transportation customers are discovering that it is
both cost-effective and quality-assured.
video. The video was made at SCA Logistics
Sundsvall and can be viewed on SCA’s
website.
– Our customers rarely visit the

With our process, it’s no more complicated
in practice than loading and unloading
trucks, says Mikael Högström. Watch the
video here: www.sca.com/en/logistics.

Meets potential new cargo flows
To increase customer service even more,
four reefer points were installed in April.
– We installed them to meet potential
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to transport frozen and refrigerated
foodstuffs like meat and vegetables, as well
as photographic materials, chemicals and
pharmaceuticals.
Gives customers more choice
The London terminal is now ready to
meet customer requests for cold storage.
– The investment in temperature
controlled capacity is all about giving
our customers additional choice and service

The investment in temperature controlled capacity is all about
giving our customers additional choice and service benefits.
new cargo flows on our RORO service
from the UK to Rotterdam, Helsingborg,
Oxelösund, Sundsvall and Umeå, says
terminal manager Steve Harley.
Reefer containers are designed to
maintain controlled conditions for
temperature and atmosphere in order

UI

benefits across a wider range of products
between the UK and the northern continent
to Scandinavia. Containers have the ability
to maintain a temperature range of between
-35°C and +30°C, says Steve Harley.

Text: Jennie Zetterqvist. Photo: Per-Anders Sjöquist.

SCA Logistics Limited is strategically
located for SCA Logistics’ London and
European distribution. The terminal can
handle around 550,000 tonnes of products
annually and has around 500,000 sq. ft. of
covered storage.

G

SCA Logistics is expanding customers’ options by installing reefer points. The terminal in
London now also offers storage possibilities with temperature controlled capacity.
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New reefer points increase
customer service in London

R
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Sailing round the world is naturally a fantastic adventure, but at the
same time presents not a few challenges. One such challenge is to
keep the toilet paper dry for nine months at sea.
As the team gets ready to take part in the
Volvo Ocean Race, SCA asked students
from six universities to come up with a
solution to the problem. The criteria for
the solution were that the rolls of toilet
paper should remain dry and be light and
easy to install. The winners were a team of
students from the Arts et Métiers ParisTec
(ENSAM) engineering graduate school
in France.
– It was refreshing to see the high
quality of the entries. We have seen some

extremely innovative and realistic solutions.
The students sent in tremendously
interesting videos describing their efforts
and creativity has certainly flowed.
The winning team combined a very smart
design with a brilliant presentation, says
William Ledger, President SCA Global
Hygiene Supply, who was one of the judges.
The winners will be flown to Alicante
in October to see Team SCA preparing
for their round-the-world journey.

Text: Jennie Zetterqvist. Photo: Rick Tomlinsson, SCA Photo.

Dry toilet paper for Team SCA

Text: Jennie Zetterqvist. Photo: Piet Radder
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Improved safety
strengthens quality
in Rotterdam
An improved rewrapping machine has been taken into use at
SCA Logistics’ terminal in Rotterdam. The updated machine is
one example of the terminal’s ongoing work to improve safety,
which also strengthens quality and service.

The wrapping machine now
meets modern requirements
and the working routines are
much more effective.

Rotterdam is the largest port in Europe and
SCA Logistics’ terminal is centrally located
in the port. It is designed to handle all types
of cargo, from RoRo vessels, containers
and open hatch to specialised vessels.
Stephan Nieuwstraten took over as
operations manager 18 months ago and
together with his operations and planning
team he works towards several goals to
improve safety, quality and productivity
and reduce costs.
Increased safety and service
Training, education, awareness and new
routines have increased the quality of work
at the terminal and on the safety side many
things have changed.
– The rewrapping machine is a good
example. It is already 20 years old and
did not meet current standards, Stephan
Nieuwstraten says. To update the machine
the electrical wiring has been replaced and
extra lighting added.
– We have also extended the working
platform that employees stand on and
created a bigger safety distance from the
heating panels that glue the covers of the

reels at +200°C. The wrapping machine
now meets modern requirements and the
working routines are much more effective.
For example, the picking area has been
redesigned and the forklift can now pick up
the reel directly after sealing.
Customer quality improved
The Rotterdam team have also improved
several of the sheds by replacing electric
lighting with natural light by means of
plastic roof panels.
– Now that we have daylight in the
sheds we use much less electricity. We have
also replaced a steel wall in a shed with a
plastic window so that you can see trucks
coming and we have installed a guardrail at
a busy, narrow crossing next to the water,
Stephan Nieuwstraten says.
General safety procedures throughout
the terminal area have also been updated.
– Great strides have been made and
together we are continuing our work
to improve and deliver the quality our
customers demand every day, Stephan
Nieuwstraten says.

Text: Per-Anders Sjöquist. Photo: Per-Anders Sjöquist.
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In warehouses 2 and 3, new zone lines have been painted and the
forklifts now have shorter distances to drive when unloading trucks.

A new structure in the warehouses
increases efficiency
By redesigning the layout of the warehouses at SCA Logistics’ terminals freight can now be handled in a
more efficient manner, which has resulted in an increase in the number of tonnes handled per man hour.
Freight arrives at or leaves SCA Logistics’
terminals in a constant flow. SCA Logistics’
terminal in Sundsvall, for example, handles
two millions tonnes a year, largely consisting of paper from Ortviken and pulp from
Östrand. The freight is transported by truck
to the terminal, where it is transshipped for
onward transportation to customers by
sea, rail or road.
– At the terminal, the trucks are
unloaded by forklifts that place the
freight in the warehouse’s different bays,
says Urban Häggkvist, Terminal Manager
at SCA Logistics Sundsvall.

– The products and the market situation
at Ortviken is changing and the trend is
towards smaller orders and consequently
smaller deliveries. For this reason, we have
redesigned the bays and made them smaller.
This allows us to use the storage areas more
efficiently, with a better flow and higher
efficiency as a result.
Increased freight handling
Warehouses 2 and 3 previously had only one
through lane; now there are two and more
crossing lanes.
– Redesigning the storage areas has given

Redesigning the storage areas has given us room to load
or unload more trucks at the same time.
The bays are painted areas on the
warehouse floor. An advanced warehouse
management system calculates where
the reels are to be placed so that they
can be loaded as efficiently as possible.
The driver receives instructions via
a truck-mounted computer.

us room to load or unload more trucks at
the same time.
A new door has been opened up in
warehouse 2 where we can load every
container easily from inside the warehouse.
– Regarding the design of the new
bays and the container loading bay, the

operative personnel, with their expertise and
commitment, have contributed to bringing
about an excellent solution, says Urban and
continues:
– Thanks to these changes, our efficiency
increased by 6% last year and 10% over
over the past two years.
Resource planning creates possibilities
In addition to the changes described above,
other measures have also been taken to
increase efficiency.
– In our resource planning we work a
little differently nowadays as regards work
distribution. Previously the port personnel
only carried out the tasks they were given
when they came on duty. Our resource
planning today allows us to reassign
personnel during the day according to where
they are needed.
SCA Logistics’ terminals in Rotterdam
and London have also carried out successful
efficiency projects, which have led to
improvements of 24% in Rotterdam and
22% in London over the past two years.

Text: Carl Johard. Photo: iStockPhoto / Marc Grein.
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SCA’s major
joint land tender
a great success
SCA Logistics and SCA Hygiene have for the first time executed a joint land tender, comprising
a major part of all the SCA group’s transportation by land in Europe. In all, the tender involves
some 3,000 routes and a volume of approximately 190 million Euro.
– It was very successful to do this and the results are considerably better than we expected,
says Jörn Grage, Terminal Manager SCA Logistics Lübeck.
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SCA Logistics’ and SCA Hygiene’s joint
land tender will comprise a large part of
the SCA group’s land transportation on
Europe’s roads, railways and rivers from
Sweden in the north to Italy in the south,
England in the west and Russia in the
east. All in all, the tender comprises approximately 260,000 road transportation
assignments on 3,000 routes, of which SCA
Logistics accounts for a quarter.
– This enormous volume makes SCA
a very attractive partner, says Jan Kroek,
Global Transport Sourcing Manager at
Global Hygiene Supply.
Established cooperation
SCA Tissue and SCA Personal Care have
carried out several major joint transportation purchases over the past three years.
– We have done this every year and our
volumes have steadily increased, he goes on.
In 2012 and 2013, SCA Hygiene and
SCA Logistics continued their cooperation

by executing a joint sea tender for overseas
transportation. This also gave good results.
The next step was then for SCA Logistics
and SCA Hygiene to conduct an extensive
joint land tender.
– It comprices a major part of SCA’s
total annual volume spent on land
transportation. The size of the tender
naturally makes SCA an attractive partner,
says Jan Kroek and goes on.
Negotiations
A total of eight people from SCA Logistics
and SCA Hygiene were involved in the
work related to the tender.

Of the almost 2,500 transportation owners
who were invited to participate in the tender,
20% submitted bids for different markets
and different terminals.
– We choose the current carriers on
each route plus the best bidders to come to
see us in person, a process which took most
of March. We negotiated both on-site at the
different terminals and in central rounds
of negotiations with all the major hauliers.
We considered it important to put different
amounts of effort into our discussions
with different countries because their
transport structures and products vary so
much between different regions. We were

SCA Tissue and SCA Personal Care have carried
out several major joint transportation purchases
over the past three years.
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Better results than expected
Results differ widely between different
terminals and depending on types of cargo
and market structure.
– It was very profitable to do this and
the results are considerably better than we
expected, says Jörn Grage.
Savings were also satisfactory at SCA
Hygiene.

Jörn Grage,
Terminal Manager of
SCA Logistics Lübeck.

– The difference varies depending on the
region but in all we have realised savings.
And in a bull market with expected price
increases of 1–2%. Against this background, greater savings than expected are
also a good result for us.
Many driving forces
The major driving force behind the joint
tender is of course to reduce SCA Hygiene’s
and SCA Forest Products’ costs. But the
objective was also to try to improve quality
and SCA’s total carbon footprint.
– So far things look very promising.
Here we have tried as far as possible to
favour the railways and multi-modal
solutions and companies with the latest,
most modern vehicles and engines, says
Jan Kroek.
Over and above this, SCA has also
achieved several other advantages.
– The carriers get a better picture of
SCA’s transportation and transport needs
and how these can fit into their offerings
and their offers.
SCA has also been able to improve the
whole purchasing process by standardising
the agreements that exist and the demands
made of all carriers.
Better global purchasing power
– We have learned a lot from each other
during the process. This has been a good
start to our efforts to conduct purchasing
jointly. Our products are different, it is
true, but the next step should be to generate
further synergies by forging links between
the flows. By thinking in global terms with
the possibility to act locally, we have
created a convincing position in the
negotiations. We have been able to improve
our global purchasing power to our mutual
advantage, says Jörn Grage and Jan Kroek
agrees:
– There are differences to consider
between SCA Hygiene and SCA Logistics
with different requirements as regards
transportation and equipment. We’re now
going to make an in-depth analysis of the
results to see what else we can learn and
which areas can be improved with a view
to conducting a similar tender next year in
2015, which will hopefully be even more
extensive than the present one.

Text: SCA. Photo: SCA Images

looking to eliminate all the small and major
hauliers with insufficient available capacity,
Jörn Grage explains.
In April, the remaining candidates were
allowed to make further adjustments to
their bids and based on these we made our
final selection of carriers.
– As far as SCA Logistics is concerned,
this means that we have replaced the
majority and overall increased the number
of suppliers by 20%, from 157 to 180, says
Jörn Grage.
– At SCA Hygiene we have replaced 30%
of the transportation owners. The new
agreements will apply until 31 March 2015,
Jan Kroek adds.

Fun facts Team SCA
The squad currently consists of 12 sailors,
11 of whom will be chosen to sail on board.
The on-board reporter position is yet to
be confirmed.
7 coaches have helped train the crew.
20 experienced shore crew members
are currently on site in Lanzarote.
Between the shore and the sailing teams,
Team SCA have the experience of 45
Volvo Ocean Races, 11 Olympic Games, 15
America’s Cup campaigns, and 5
other round the world races.
Over 200 candidates applied to be part
of the sailing crew.
Over 400 candidates applied for other
positions in the team.
Between 35 and 40 candidates have been
tested at the training camp.

Nutrition
In one month of training, the team
consumes 45 kg of pasta, 120 kg of fresh
fish, 200 kg of oranges, 175 kg of watermelon and 1,560 sandwich rolls.
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Heavier trucks give
greater competitiveness
The Swedish government has decided on two government commissions with the aim of permitting
heavier trucks of normal length. The forest industry welcomes this and looks forward to a definite decision
before this September’s general election on permitting trucks with a gross weight of up to 70 tonnes.
important measure to create jobs. Heavier
trucks* of normal length would mean annual
savings on fuel costs alone of approximately
SEK 200 million.
– By loading more on every truck we
can reduce emissions by between 8 and 12
per cent, say Karolina Boholm, Director
Transport at the Swedish Forest Industries
Federation.

Text: Maria Åman. Photo: Skogsindustrierna.

Transportation is a major cost for the forest
industry, where transportation costs’ share
for some kinds of freight can amount to 20%
of the value of the freight.
– Permitting heavier trucks of normal
length is an important measure to be able to
maintain the industry’s competitiveness and
jobs throughout the country, says Carina
Håkansson, Managing Director of the

By loading more on every truck we can reduce emissions
by between 8 and 12 per cent.
Swedish Forest Industries Federation. It is
very gratifying that the government is acting
in this way to safeguard Swedish industry.
Lower emissions and
increased traffic safety.
Efficient transportation is a prerequisite
for competitive companies and thereby an

More freight on every truck will also result
in fewer truck journeys, which will benefit
road safety.
– The decision is a great stride forward
in making the forest industry’s road
transportation more efficient both as regards
cost effectiveness and from the point of view
of the environment.

It also offsets to some degree the negative
impact on the industry of the sulphur
directive concerning maritime fuels, says
SCA Logistics’ President Magnus Svensson.
* Vehicles of 74 tonnes gross weight maximum length
25.25 metres.

FACTS
Research has been going on since 2006 and
practical trials of vehicles with higher loading
capacity began in 2009. SkogForsk successfully conducted the so-called ETT project**
together with the automotive industry,
agriculture and the forest industry. The results
of the project are very positive. On the basis
of Swedish research, Finland among others
decided to raise the permitted gross weight
of trucks from 1 October 2013.

** The ETT project (“One More Stack”) has
operated several heavy trucks of normal length
and one that is both heavier and longer in
demonstration projects.

Higher loading capacity reduces the distance driven by 60 million vehicle kilometres annually, a reduction
of 20%. The impact on the environment is that CO2 emissions decrease by 65,000 tonnes a year.

Text: Per-Anders Sjöquist. Photo: Per-Anders Sjöquist.
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Higher maximum
weight and lower costs
with the ST truck
Greater loading capacity and lower emissions of carbon dioxide. These are a few of
the advantages of the ST truck that SCA has now put into operation. Thanks to the
higher maximum weight the ST truck can transport the same amount of timber with
fewer trips than a normal logging truck.

The ST truck is designed to carry higher
stacks and has a permitted maximum laden
weight of 74 tonnes. The maximum weight
of conventional logging trucks is 60 tonnes.
– Thanks to the ST truck’s higher load
capacity we can transport the same amount
of timber with fewer trips. This means that
carbon dioxide emissions are reduced by
70 tonnes a year, says Morgen Yngvesson,
a forest manager at Norrbotten Forest
Administration and chair of the ST truck
project’s steering committee.
The truck runs on rapeseed methyl ester
(RME), which is a kind of biodiesel fuel.
– With RME in the tank we halve the
ST truck’s fuel consumption. When we add
together the effects of higher load capacity
and using biodiesel, we estimate that we
can reduce our carbon dioxide emissions
by 150 tonnes a years, Morgen says.
Lower chassis
To make it possible to accommodate more
load, the chassis of both the tractor and the
trailer are lower than on a normal rig. This
allows the stanchions to be raised without

exceeding the permitted maximum height.
– But to be able to make use of
the increase in capacity with the new
maximum weight, the timber must also
have a high density. So we get the greatest
benefit if we transport pine timber to the
sawmills, he says.
There are now a total of ten ST trucks
in Sweden, nine of them made by Volvo.
This is thus the first Scania truck.
– Besides being SCA’s first ST truck, it
is also the first one north of the Dalälven
River, Morgen goes on.
The ST truck was developed in a
collaborative project between SCA,
Skogforsk, Scania and the Själanders
haulage company. The logging truck
rig was inaugurated on 17 December at
Själanders, who also own the ST truck.
– It feels much the same as driving
an ordinary logging truck. The big
difference is that it tends to push more
going downhill. On the other hand, the ST
truck has greater stability on the road, says
Jim Åkerlund, a slogging truck driver at
Själanders and goes on:

– Unloading at the mills doesn’t seem to be
any problem, either. From what I’ve seen,
the forklifts have no difficulty lifting the
stacks off the ST truck, in spite of it being
bigger and heavier than a normal truck.

Thanks to the ETT truck
we have reduced fuel
consumption by 20%.
Smaller turning radius
The ST truck has a smaller turning radius
than a normal logging truck. This is because the tractor’s rear axle can be steered
and the wheelbase is shorter than on a
normal truck. The ST truck has a total of
none axles, whereas logging rigs usually
have seven.
– It also has reinforced axles and
brakes. With more axles the axle load is
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lower, which means less damage to the
roads, says Morgen.
SCA has also been trying out an even
larger vehicle since a few years back. This
is the ETT truck, which operates between
Överkalix and Piteå in Norrbotten. The
ETT truck can load an extra stack of
timber, or four instead of the normal three.

The vehicle is approximately 30 metres long
and weighs 90 tonnes.
– Thanks to the ETT truck we have
reduced fuel consumption by 20%, says
Morgen.
The ST and ETT trucks are a transport
solution that is both cost-effective and
environmentally efficient.

Jim Åkerlund and Markus Lidén driving the ST truck, which has Scania’s strongest engine with 730
brake horsepower. The haulage company’s other trucks have engines with 430 brake horsepower.

– If all 2,000 conventional 60-tonne timber
trucks that are in operation were to be
replaced by 30% ETT vehicles and 70%
ST vehicles, the number of trucks could be
reduced to 1,300, which would reduce fuel
consumption by 40 million litres of diesel a
year, Morgen rounds off.

From left: Joakim Eriksson, Scania, Morgen
Yngvesson, SCA, Jeanette Edlund, Skogforsk
and André Själander, Själanders Åkeri

Text: Jennie Zetterqvist. Photo: Jennie Zetterqvist.
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Clear quality
routines ensure secure
transportation
Up to 60 trucks a day arrive at SCA Logistics in Tunadal Port. In order to secure the transportation of reels
of paper from the terminal, detailed quality inspections are made of all vehicles coming through the gates.
– Paper is sensitive cargo and we have seen that our routines give noticeable increases in quality
throughout the transportation chain, says Terminal Manager Urban Häggkvist.

Driver Daniel Zetterlund rolls out an extra
protective cover over the cargo bay.

Even a very small stone
could cause serious damage
to a paper reel so we are very
thorough with our
quality assurance.

At 6.30 am the gates to Tunadal Port open
and when the first truck drives in port
personnel are in place to tell the drivers
about the quality routines and help them
with instructions. In order to offer secure
transportation of paper reels to customers,

the cargo beds must be undamaged, clean
and dry before loading can begin.
– Even a very small stone could cause
serious damage to a paper reel so we are
very thorough with our quality assurance,
says Terminal Manager Urban Häggkvist.

Documentation strengthens
quality assurance
In order to protect the reels it is also important that no eye hooks protrude above
floor level and that the cover and side curtains are undamaged so that no moisture
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Fun facts Team SCA

Fitness
Each sailor can burn between 600
and 1500 calories on a day out sailing,
depending on the conditions (more
wind/waves = more calories burned).

Supervisor Rolf Byström (on the left) meets
drivers of many different nationalities every day.

Detailed quality inspections are made of all trucks
coming through the gates in Tunadal Port.

can penetrate into the cargo area during
transportation. In some cases, an extra
protective cover has to be rolled out over
the cargo bay. Both this and other aids such
as brooms and edge protectors are available
at the port.
The personnel then make sure that
everything looks OK before loading
according to special loading patterns
begins. The cargo bed is also photographed,
which is a new routine.
– We’ve been working with quality
assurance for a long time and photographic
documentation is a step in reinforcing our
routines, he goes on.

– Sometimes we have to use sign language
or physically show them what we mean,
but all situations can be resolved. The
important thing is that we maintain our
high standard, Rolf goes on. When the
cargo is in place, a check is made that
edge protectors are used and that lashing
straps are not over-tensioned, by using load
supports for example, in order to protect
the cargo.

Undamaged covers and
side curtains protect the cargo
Supervisor Rolf Byström meets drivers
every day and inspects covers and curtains
to make sure that they are not torn. Small
tears can be repaired on the spot but in case
of major damage the rig has to be taken to
be repaired outside the port area.
Drivers of many different nationalities
come to the port so the instructions are
therefore available in several languages.
The aim is to be as clear as possible.

Deliver products in good condition
Those drivers that visit Tunadal Port
regularly know exactly what is expected of
them and have great understanding for the
routines. Driver Daniel Zetterlund is wellacquainted with the quality inspections and
regards them as an aid in his work.
– SCA Logistics’ quality assurance is
really good because it guarantees that
important loading routines are followed
all the way. I feel secure in knowing that
everything has been done properly and that
I have done what is required of me.
After all, we all have the same objective:
to deliver goods in good condition to the
end customer, he says.

The boat
The boat is 65 feet (20 metres) long,
just under the length of a tennis court.
At 35 metres, the yacht’s mast is as
high as a 10-storey building.

Logistics
The boats will stop over in 10 countries.
The race will take approximately 9
months to complete – with about 5
months of the time offshore and the
remaining time spent in stopovers.

Text: Mats Wigardt. Photo: iStockPhoto
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Important choice
of port in France
With the ports in Rochefort and Fécamp, SCA Logistics has two small but efficient gateways to France,
with both low costs and plenty of space in SCA’s terminals. And also proximity to customers. In Rochefort,
timber company PLF consumes enormous quantities of raw materials from northern Sweden.
Rochefort sur Mer, south of La Rochelle
in the west of France, was founded by
Napoleon in 1666 as a port for his battle
fleet. And here lay for a time the world’s
largest shipbuilding industry for warships
made of oak.
It is not difficult to understand why this
protected port was chosen to be the navy’s
home. The sea was reached from the docks
by a narrow channel to the Charente River,
which flows into the Atlantic 20 kilometres
further on.
Long history
And so it is today, even if freighters and
private yachts have replaced the navy’s vessels.

After waiting for high water, vessels from
Sweden, Finland and northern Russia
carrying forest products now sail up the river
to the docks at Rochefort.
The small port at Fécamp in Normandy
also has a history. Originally a fishing port
and centre of France’s cod fishing industry,
Fécamp’s fishing boats were replaced during
the latter half of the 1900s by pleasure
vessels. And freighters, carrying among
other things timber and pulp.
Rochefort is home to the head office of
SCA Timber France, with its own terminal
and 25,000 square metres of storage space,
10,000 of which are under cover. Most of
the 160,000 cubic metres of timber products

that are sent from SCA’s sawmills to the
French market are dispatched from here.
Leading wood refining company
SCA Timber France also has a small
terminal at Fécamp that handles
approximately 50,000 cubic metres of timber
products, primarily from SCA’s sawmills in
the north of Sweden.
In March 2012, one of France’s leading
wood refining companies, PLF, Panneaux et
Lambris de France, was incorporated into
SCA Timber.
Along the paved
dockside at Rochefort,
where SCA’s terminal

Lighthouse in Fécamp harbour.
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is also situated, the company has a modern
planing mill, where even before the merger
half of the company’s operations consisted
of subcontract work for SCA.
PLF was founded almost 30 years ago
and has over the years developed into one of
France’s leading family-owned planing
mills. Their range includes a broad selection
of products for the building trade.
They also sell industrial timber, aimed
at processionals and manufacturers of for
example window shutters and staircases.
Operates in two locations
The company has operations in two
locations in France; Rochefort and BonneuilMatours, 100 km inland, where the
company’s head office is also located.
In addition to PLF’s production of
painted panels, half the company’s planing
capacity and glue-lam production is situated
here, surrounded by French pine forest.
And despite the heavy scent of pine that
hangs over the area, it is primarily spruce
that is the raw material in PLF’s product
portfolio. Spruce has by tradition been used
for more high-quality carpentry in France.
But the company also has a separate
sawmill business focused on pine, mainly
weather boarding made from knotless
pine timber.
Back to Rochefort, where the dockers

unload a freighter in one day. The tide
and the width of the canal mean that
the maximum load on vessels bound for
Rochefort is 6,500 cubic metres.
Well-planned concept
Once the timber has been unloaded, it is
taken directly to PLF’s spacious warehouse
where it remains well-protected to be
processed in Bonneuil or Rochefort.
Some of the products are ultimately
delivered directly to the customer from
Rochefort, but most is first transported to
Bonneuil-Matours for consolidation before
being driven out to builders merchants
around France.
Its location in Rochefort, next to
SCA Timber France, gives PLF excellent
opportunities to coordinate storage space.
And supply raw materials, for example
impregnated deck boards from the sawmills
in Sweden.
Add to this the company’s cooperation
with Holmen’s sawmill in Braviken on
construction timber in the French market
PLF will be able to offer a very attractive
product and a well-planned service concept.

such as Holmen and sawmills in Finland,
PLF’s refining operations in Rochefort
and Bonneuil-Matours would come to
a standstill.
On behalf of SCA Timber SCA Logistics
has therefore chartered vessels from Rederi
Bore that call at Rochefort one or tow times
a month with sawn timber, most of
it from Sweden.
SCA Logistics also operates vessels to the
almost idyllic port at Fécamp once a month,
delivering pulp intended partly for SCA’s
factories in France, and also carrying small
quantities of timber products.
Coordination gives synergies
According to Lotta Åkre, Chartering
Manager at SCA Logistics, these are
products that are not individually
profitable to ship due to the relative small
volumes, but that together have opened
for a logistics solution that is both
efficient and cost efficient.
– A textbook example of how
SCA Logistics can coordinate logistics to
achieve good, strategically well-chosen
synergies, she says.

Vessels carrying pulp and timber
But without regular deliveries of timber
products from SCA’s sawmills in Rundvik
and Tunadal or from external suppliers

A textbook example of how wellconsidered planning
can coordinate logistics to achieve good, strategically
well-chosen synergies.
Wood products from PLF.
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